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Abstract—We report a monolithically integrated InGaAsP DBR ridge waveguide laser that uses the quantum-confined Stark effect (QCSE) to achieve fast tuning response. The laser incorporates three sections: a forward-biased gain section, a reverse-biased phase section, and a reverse-biased DBR tuning section. The laser behavior is modeled using transmission matrix equations and tuning over $\sim 8$ nm is predicted. Devices were fabricated using post-growth shallow ion implantation to reduce the loss in the phase and DBR sections by quantum well intermixing. The lasing wavelength was measured while varying the reverse bias of the phase and DBR sections in the range 0 V to $-2.5$ V. Tuning was noncontinuous over a $\sim 7$-nm-wavelength range, with a side-mode suppression ratio of $\sim 20$ dB. Coupled cavity effects due to the fabrication method used introduced discontinuities in tuning. The frequency modulation (FM) response was measured to be uniform within $\pm 2$ dB over the frequency range 10 MHz to 10 GHz, indicating that tuning times of 100 ps are possible.
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I. INTRODUCTION

TUNEABLE lasers attract interest for future wavelength-division multiplexed (WDM) optical networks because of the potential to reduce the spares inventory, increase system flexibility, and reduce system cost. Wide tuning ranges and fast tuning are desirable for a variety of applications such as optical packet switching, remote dynamic bandwidth allocation, optical frequency modulation (FM) or rapid link restoration upon network failure [1]–[3], thereby increasing the network flexibility and resource utilization.

Conventional tuneable lasers utilize current injection in multiple sections to induce refractive index changes in the laser cavity and tune the lasing wavelength. Distributed Bragg reflectors (DBRs) are typically used to provide filtering of the laser cavity modes and select one mode from the spectrum, as they offer larger tuning ranges relative to distributed feedback lasers. Devices incorporating more complex multiple tuning sections (e.g., periodically sampled grating elements) such as the sampled-grating DBR laser (SSG-DBR) [4], the superstructure grating DBR laser (SSG-DBR) [5], and the grating-assisted codirectional coupler with sampled reflectors (GCSR) [6], [7] have demonstrated wide tuning ranges (>40 nm) and high unwanted mode suppression. However, the tuning speed of lasers based on current injection depends on the carrier density changes required to obtain tuning and is limited by the carrier lifetime in the passive (nonamplifying) sections. Wide tuning ranges require large current changes in the passive sections, resulting in increased switching times, particularly when switching occurs due to a change from high to low current [8], [9]. Tuning times of several nanoseconds are typical for such lasers [9]–[12]. Another consequence of the large current changes required for wide wavelength tuning range is heating of the device. Thermal effects cause significant wavelength drifts of microsecond timescales, which can degrade system performance [13], [14].

An alternative way to induce refractive index changes in the laser cavity is by applying a reverse bias to the tuning sections and utilizing field effects such as the Franz–Keldysh (FK) and the quantum-confined Stark effect (QCSE). These effects are based on the absorption edge change in the presence of an electric field, which affects the complex dielectric constant of the semiconductor material at wavelengths close to the bandgap. The FK effect relates to bulk material, while QCSE occurs in structures containing quantum wells. Switching using these effects is not limited by the carrier lifetime, but by the capacitance of the device, making the technique promising for faster switching times. In addition, the lower amount of current in the laser cavity has the potential to reduce thermal effects associated with high current, and the accompanying problem of wavelength drift.

Wavelength tuning based on the FK effect has been demonstrated within 500 ps across 2.5 nm wavelength range in a butt-jointed structure realized by selective area epitaxy regrowth [15]. Although an improved design utilizing a superstructure grating was proposed to increase the tuning range, the low refractive index changes induced by the FK effect (in bulk material) ultimately limit the tuning range to $\sim 11$ nm [16]. Using the QCSE is a more promising approach due to the sharper excitonic
absorption peak in quantum well structures that results in higher refractive index changes in the material. QCSE tuning was initially demonstrated in an external cavity laser [17], and later, in a tunable twin-guide DFB laser structure with InGaAsP bulk active region and separate MQW tuning section [18], and in a butt-joined DBR laser with an MQW tuning region realized during separate growth steps [19], resulting in FM responses of <5 GHz. In [20], we demonstrated an integrated two-section GaAs/AlGaAs laser cavity without DBR that was tuned utilizing the QCSE. In this paper, we present a monolithically integrated three-section InGaAsP QCSE-tuned DBR laser structure. Reverse bias is applied to both the DBR and the phase sections to control the lasing wavelength, with constant current on the gain section. The active and passive sections use the same multiple quantum well (MQW) material, while the absorption in the passive sections has been reduced via quantum well intermixing (QWI). QWI based on ion implantation is applied after complete growth of the structure. The technique has the advantage that only one epitaxial regrowth is required after the formation of the DBR, maintaining the simplicity of the fabrication process. Using this device, noncontinuous tuning is demonstrated over ∼7 nm by varying the reverse bias from 0 to −2.5 V, with a side mode suppression ratio (SMSR) of ~20 dB, and tuning times <3 ns limited by the driving source used. FM frequency response measurements indicate that wavelength switching speeds of 100 ps are possible with this device. Significant improvements in the tuning range and SMSR can be accomplished by changing the DBR design.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The QCSE tuning is modeled in Section II using experimental absorption measurements. The device fabrication and quantum well intermixing process are described in Section III. Section IV describes static and dynamic measurements on the QCSE DBR laser. Conclusions from the work are presented in Section V.

II. QCSE-TUNED LASER THEORY

The schematic of the QCSE-tuned DBR laser is shown in Fig. 1. The device comprises an active section that provides the gain, and two passive sections, namely the phase and the DBR. The three sections are electrically isolated and individually biased. A constant current is applied to the active section, while the phase and DBR sections are reverse biased. The waveguide region includes an MQW structure that is common for all sections but is quantum well intermixed in the passive sections to reduce the loss. The grating section is a periodic DBR structure, formed on an InGaAsP layer above the waveguide region. Details on the device structure and fabrication are given in Section III.

A. QCSE Refractive Index Changes

When a voltage is applied perpendicular to a p-i-n structure with an MQW, the energy bandgap is tilted and the wavefunctions of the electrons and holes in the wells are pulled apart, causing the exciton absorption peaks to red shift and the exciton oscillator strength to reduce. This is the QCSE [21]. The refractive index changes that accompany the absorption changes can be used to modify the light path in a multisection tunable laser, tuning the wavelength of the output light. Fig. 2 shows the variation of the absorption spectrum of an intermixed, strain-balanced InGaAsP MQW laser structure such as that described in Section III. The absorption spectrum was calculated from photocurrent measurements under the effect of an electric field, with light incident normal to the wafer, using the equation

\[ \alpha_m = -\frac{1}{d} \ln \left( 1 - \frac{hc \equiv I_{ph}}{e \eta P_{ip}} \frac{1 - R \equiv \lambda}{\lambda^2} \right) \]  

where \( \alpha_m (\lambda) \) is the material absorption, \( d \) is the thickness of the quantum wells, \( h \) is Planck’s constant, \( c \) is the speed of light in vacuum, \( I_{ph} \) is the photocurrent, \( e \) is the electron charge, \( \eta \) is the quantum efficiency, where \( \eta = 0.9 \) was used, \( P_{ip} \) is the incident optical power, \( R \) is the reflectivity of the air–semiconductor interface, and \( \lambda \) is the wavelength.

The absorption changes observed with increasing magnitude of reverse bias result in refractive index changes that can be calculated by the Kramers–Kronig equation [22]

\[ \Delta n_m (\lambda, E) = \frac{\lambda^2}{2\pi^2} P \int_0^\infty \frac{\Delta \alpha_m (\lambda', E)}{\lambda'^2 - \lambda^2} d\lambda' \]  

where \( E \) is the electric field, \( P \) is the Cauchy principal value of the integral, and \( \Delta \alpha_m \) and \( \Delta n_m \) are the material absorption and refractive index changes, respectively, relative to zero electric field, both depending on the electric field and the wavelength.
Fig. 3 presents the refractive index change spectrum \((\Delta n_m)\) calculated from (2) using the absorption spectra of Fig. 2. Though there is a wide spectral range where QCSE-induced refractive index changes could be used, their amplitude varies with wavelength. Significant refractive index changes are observed at longer wavelengths than the exciton absorption peak. For this spectral range, the absorption and absorption changes due to QCSE are lower. A device with intermixed passive sections can take advantage of this as its exciton absorption peak will be blue shifted. In that case, lasing occurs at wavelengths longer than that of the exciton absorption peak of the passive sections. Furthermore, as absorption changes due to QCSE will remain small, tuning of the lasing wavelength is possible without suffering large variations of the laser output power.

### B. Tuning Mechanism

The wavelength tuning due to refractive index changes in the DBR section can be calculated using the transmission matrix theory \([23]\). The transmission matrix for a single period of the DBR, comprising the two sections of lengths \(L_1\) and \(L_2\) as shown in Fig. 1, is

\[
T_P = \begin{bmatrix} T_{P11} & T_{P12} \\ T_{P21} & T_{P22} \end{bmatrix}
\]

where

\[
T_{P11} = \frac{e^{i\varphi_1} - r^2e^{-i\varphi_2}}{t^2}
\]

\[
T_{P12} = \frac{r(e^{-i\varphi_1} - e^{i\varphi_2})}{t^2}
\]

\[
T_{P21} = \frac{r(e^{i\varphi_1} - e^{-i\varphi_2})}{t^2}
\]

\[
T_{P22} = \frac{e^{i\varphi_1} - r^2e^{-i\varphi_2}}{t^2}
\]

and

\[
\varphi_1 = \beta_1 L_1 + \beta_2 L_2
\]

\[
\varphi_2 = \beta_1 L_1 - \beta_2 L_2
\]

where \(\beta_1\) and \(\beta_2\) are the complex propagation constants in the Sections I and II, and are given by

\[
\beta_{1,2}(\lambda, V) = \frac{2\pi}{\lambda} n_{1,2}(\lambda, V) - i\alpha(\lambda, V) \frac{\pi}{2}
\]

where \(\alpha(\lambda) = \Gamma_{QW}\alpha_m\), \(\Gamma_{QW}\) is the confinement factor of the QWs, and \(n_{1}(\lambda, V)\) and \(n_{2}(\lambda, V)\) are the effective indices of the dielectric sections of length \(L_1\) and \(L_2\) that constitute the grating. The wavelength and voltage dependence of these effective indices can be written as

\[
n_{1,2}(\lambda, V) = n_{\text{eff}1,2}(\lambda) + \Delta n_{1,2}(\lambda, V)
\]

where \(n_{\text{eff}1}\) and \(n_{\text{eff}2}\) are the effective indices at 0 V bias of the two segments that comprise the DBR. The wavelength dependence of the refractive indices is calculated as described in \([24]\). The change of the effective refractive indices with voltage is approximated as \(\Delta n_{1}(V) = \Delta n_{2}(V) = \Gamma_{QW}\Delta n_m(V)\), where \(\Delta n_m\) is calculated from (2) and absorption measurements. In (5)–(8), the reflectivity and transmission coefficients of the interface between the two sections are

\[
r = \frac{n_2 - n_1}{n_2 + n_1} \quad \text{and} \quad t = \sqrt{1 - r^2}.
\]

The transmission matrix of a DBR of \(N\) periods is then given by

\[
T_G = \begin{bmatrix} T_{G11} & T_{G12} \\ T_{G21} & T_{G22} \end{bmatrix} = T_P^N
\]

and the reflectivity of the DBR can be calculated from

\[
R_{DBR} = \frac{T_{G21}}{T_{G11}}.
\]

Fig. 4 shows the wavelength tuning \((\Delta \lambda_G)\) of the central wavelength of the DBR \((\lambda_G)\) with applied voltage on the DBR section, calculated as described before. The wavelength tuning is given by \(\Delta \lambda_G = \lambda_G(V) - \lambda_{G0}\), where \(\lambda_{G0}\) and \(\lambda_G(V)\) are the wavelengths of the DBR at 0 V and at voltage \(V\), respectively. In Fig. 4, \(\Delta \lambda_G\) is calculated for different positions of the DBR central wavelength relatively to the MQW exciton wavelength. This is expressed by \(\delta \lambda_{G0} = \lambda_{G0} - \lambda_{exc}\), that is the difference...
between the DBR central wavelength at 0 V (λ_G0) and the wavelength of the exciton absorption peak (λ_exc). δλ_G0 = 0 nm occurs when the DBR wavelength at 0 V coincides with the wavelength of the excitonic absorption peak. At δλ_G0 = 10 nm, the DBR central wavelength is positioned 10 nm longer than the exciton peak, etc. The QCSE wavelength dependence suggests that the tuning of the DBR mirror (Δλ_DBR) depends on δλ_G0, because of the variations of the refractive index changes with wavelength. However, Fig. 4 shows that >6 nm (and up to ~8 nm) tuning is possible across ~30 nm with the structure used in this work, indicating that tuning ranges >30 nm could be achieved if the device design was modified to include multiple tuning sections (e.g., SG-DBR).

Having calculated the reflectivity and the phase of the DBR section, the tuning of the lasing wavelength due to the phase section can be found from

$$\frac{\Delta \lambda_m}{\lambda_m} = \frac{(\Delta n_A L_A + \Delta n_P L_P + \Delta n_{DBR} L_{eff, DBR})}{(n_A L_A + n_P L_P + n_{DBR} L_{eff, DBR})} \quad (16)$$

where λ_m is the lasing wavelength of the mode; n_A, n_P, and n_{DBR} are the effective refractive indices of the active, the phase, and the DBR sections, respectively; L_A and L_P are the length of the active and the phase sections, and L_{eff, DBR} is the effective length of the DBR, which is given by

$$L_{eff, DBR} = \frac{1}{2} \frac{d \varphi_{eff}}{d \lambda} \frac{\lambda^2}{2\pi n_G} \quad (17)$$

where ϕ_{eff} is the phase of the DBR reflectivity, as shown in Fig. 1. For constant current applied to the active section and constant voltage on the DBR, this can be written as

$$\frac{\Delta \lambda_m}{\lambda_m} = \frac{\Delta n_P L_P}{(n_A L_A + n_P L_P + n_{DBR} L_{eff, DBR})} \quad (18)$$

Fig. 5 shows the mode tuning due to the phase section calculated from (18). It was found that changing the phase from 0 to -3 V fine tunes the laser wavelength by <1 nm.

Fig. 6. Wafer structure, schematic cross section, and top picture of the QCSE DBR laser. The top InP and InGaAs implantation layers (in grey) are removed after intermixing and before further processing.

### III. DEVI CE DESCRIPTION

#### A. Epitaxial Structure

The structure, the schematic cross section, and a top picture of the fabricated QCSE DBR laser are shown in Fig. 6. The wafer was grown by metal–organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) on a semi-insulating InP substrate. The waveguide region incorporates eight 7-nm-wide compressively strained InGaAsP (λ_g = 1.65 µm) quantum wells and seven 14-nm-wide tensile strained InGaAsP (λ_g = 1.3 µm) barriers, sandwiched between two InGaAsP (λ_g = 1.3 µm) waveguide layers. Above the waveguide region, a 170-nm-InP spacer layer and a 30 nm InGaAsP (λ_g = 1.3 µm) grating layer, both p-doped, were grown. The growth was interrupted at this stage, and a first-order grating was formed on the InGaAsP layer in the area required for the DBR section. The structure was completed by the overgrowth of a 1.4 µm p-InP layer, a 0.2 µm p-InGaAs contact layer, a 0.5 µm InP implantation buffer layer, and a final 0.1 µm InGaAs implantation buffer layer. Following growth, the tuning sections were quantum well intermixed using ion implantation, as described in the next section.

#### B. Postgrowth Quantum Well Intermixing

In the QCSE DBR laser, the gain and the passive sections utilize the same MQW area. As a consequence, the absorption peak of the passive sections is close to the lasing wavelength, introducing significant loss. To reduce the absorption experienced by the light generated in the active section and transmitted through the tuning sections, we used postgrowth QWI to blue shift the bandgap of the passive sections. In QWI, partial mixing of the elements of the wells with those of the barriers can increase the energy bandgap of the wells, and blue shift the photoluminescence peak. The shift depends on the extent of intermixing, which can be varied by changing different parameters of the method used. The advantage of postgrowth QWI compared to selective area epitaxy regrowth is that it is less complex to use, particularly when the passive sections incorporate QWs, while it can also be used to create multiple bandgap detunings on the same wafer in a single QWI step [25].

There are a few techniques that have been used to achieve QWI, such as impurity-free vacancy disordering (IFVD)
impurity-induced disordering (IID) [29], laser-induced disordering [30], and ion implantation [31]–[34]. In this paper, we apply shallow ion implantation of $P^{+}$ ions followed by thermal annealing [31], [32]. In contrast to high energy implantation, shallow implantation introduces defects above the cladding, which are then diffused into the quantum wells during annealing. If a sacrificial implantation buffer layer is used, the implantation energy can be chosen so that the ions stop in this layer, which can be removed after annealing, leaving the material free of implanted ions. Compared to deep implantation, shallow implantation can, therefore, maintain better material crystalline quality. In the past, this method was used to intermix partially grown structures, while the remaining $p$-doped top layers were overgrown after intermixing and removing the implantation buffer layer [32], [34]. This was done to prevent diffusion of the $p$-dopants into the laser active region during thermal annealing, and hence, performance degradation. In this paper, we use shallow ion implantation followed by rapid thermal annealing at $650^\circ C$ to blue shift the passive sections after completion of growth of the full structure. The method uses implantation buffer layers of different material composition to vary the degree of intermixing, and can be applied to achieve multiple bandgap detunings on the sample during the same QWI step.

When implantation is used for QWI, the bandgap detuning can be varied by changing the implantation energy, the dose, the annealing time, or temperature. In particular, increasing the annealing temperature enhances the intermixing, but also increases the risk for Zn diffusion. Varying the material of the top buffer layer provides yet another parameter for bandgap detuning control, because the types of defects generated in the material during implantation depend on the material composition itself. Increased bandgap blue shifts have been reported using an InGaAs cap layer, compared to an InP cap, below the SiO$_2$ layer in IFVD [27], [28]. In order to investigate this in the case of shallow implantation and to select the final conditions for the QCSE-tuned lasers, we performed calibration runs using only the InP or both the InGaAs and InP implantation buffer layers of the structure of Fig. 6. To prevent Zn diffusion and blue shifting in the active section, annealing was performed at $650^\circ C$ temperature.

Samples from the wafer structure described in the previous section were cleaved, and the InGaAs cap layer was removed from half of them, using selective wet etching. The gain section of both types of samples was then covered with 600 nm SiO$_2$ deposited using plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) to prevent intermixing of the area. The samples were subsequently implanted with $P^+$ ions at 100 kV energy and $200^\circ C$ temperature, at dose $8 \times 10^{14}$ cm$^{-2}$. After implantation, annealing was performed at $650^\circ C$ for various times. During rapid thermal annealing, a clean-polished InP substrate was used as the proximity cap. A comparison of the effect of the top layer composition was also performed. An example of the photoluminescence shift of two passive sections with InP only and InP plus a small InGaAs caps, both annealed for 300 s at $650^\circ C$, is shown in Fig. 7. The photoluminescence of the active section after the QWI process is also shown for comparison.

It was found that, for the same QWI conditions, the samples with the InGaAs cap resulted in higher bandgap detuning of the implanted material, while in both cases, the photoluminescence shift of the unimplanted gain section was negligible. Fig. 8(a) shows in more detail the bandgap detuning for samples with an InP or InGaAs cap as a function of annealing time. There have been a number of theories on how intermixing takes place in InGaAsP, and bandgap detuning has been ascribed to the...
interdiffusion of both group III and group V defects [27], [28], [33]. Fig. 8(b) shows the damage induced by implantation with only the InP and with both the InGaAs and InP implantation layers on top of the basic laser structure. The simulation was performed using TRIM [35], which does not account for high-temperature implantation effects, but nevertheless gives an insight of the damage produced during implantation. Although with the InGaAs cap, the peak of the distribution of defects is further away from the active region, the number of calculated defects generated in this case is almost double, as confirmed by the larger detuning measured [Fig. 8(a)].

After the calibration runs for the QWI process, samples with the InGaAs cap that would be processed into QCSE-tuned lasers were covered with PECVD SiO$_2$, implanted using the same conditions as before and annealed at 650°C for 90 s. In this way, the photoluminescence peak of the passive sections was blue shifted by $\sim 37$ nm compared to the gain section, in the final devices. Following fabrication, the samples were cleaved to form devices with 1-mm-long gain section, 170-$\mu$m-long phase section, and 160-$\mu$m-long DBR section. The output light from each facet was measured as a function of current in the gain section, for a nonintermixed and an intermixed device, and is shown in Fig. 9. For these measurements, the passive sections were kept at 0 V bias. Significant reduction of the loss experienced by light output from the DBR facet is observed after QWI. A somewhat higher annealing time could result in even lower loss. The lasing threshold was only slightly increased after QWI, while mode hopping was observed with increasing current in both cases, due to changes in the laser cavity phase with increasing current.

C. Device Fabrication

After growth and intermixing, the wafer was processed into ridge waveguide lasers, with three sections, the gain, the phase, and the DBR mirror. Both the $p$- and $n$-contacts were formed on top of the wafer, while bridges on silicon oxynitride were used to connect the $p$-contact to the bonding pads to reduce the device capacitance. The measured capacitance of the device was $\sim 200$ fF/100 $\mu$m. A more detailed description of the fabrication procedure can be found in [36].

To use the QCSE as the tuning mechanism, the phase and the DBR sections need to be reverse biased, while the gain section is forward biased. In a monolithically integrated device, where the three sections have a common intrinsic region, good electrical isolation between the sections is necessary. In this work, electrical isolation between the sections was accomplished by removing the top p-InGaAs and p-InP contact layers from a 30-$\mu$m-wide gap between different sections. This resulted in $\sim 15$ kΩ resistance between neighboring $p$-contacts with the gain section unbiased. Higher contact resistance is possible by using ion implantation [15]. Neither of the facets was antireflection (AR) coated for the results presented in this paper.

IV. LASER RESULTS

A. Static Measurements

For the tuning measurements of the QCSE DBR laser, the bias current of the gain section was kept at 150 mA, while the reverse bias was varied from 0 to $-2.5$ V on the DBR, and from 0 to $-1$ V on the phase section. Fig. 10 illustrates an example of the spectra measured at the output of the QCSE DBR laser. The variation of the peak output power for all the lasing wavelengths measured was $<6$ dB, while the SMSR of the laser was $\sim 20$ dB, resulting in nontrivial mode competition. A DBR mirror with stronger filtering characteristic would be desirable. The spectra exhibit modulation of the side modes with period that agrees well with the 170 $\mu$m length of the phase section (dotted line in Fig. 10). This modulation is attributed to a secondary cavity that is formed between the two isolation gaps, one separating the phase section from the DBR mirror and the second between the phase and the gain sections, resulting in secondary minima in the spectrum, that do not allow for continuous tuning between the laser modes. This is due to the deep etch of the p-doped layers performed in order to electrically isolate the sections, which modified sufficiently the effective refractive index along a distance of 30 $\mu$m, to result in the formation of a secondary cavity.

In Fig. 11(a), the lasing wavelength is plotted versus DBR voltage, while the phase voltage is shown in brackets. The phase voltage was varied to optimize the SMSR. The dotted line in Fig. 11(a) shows an exemplary tuning region of high SMSR while both the grating and phase current were changed. One can note the discontinuities in the tuning map that are mainly due to lateral mode jump and the coupled cavity effects referred to before. In general, the lasing wavelength is moving toward shorter wavelengths across $\sim 7$ nm range, as the DBR voltage
reduces. The tuning range is comparable to the calculated value of $\sim 8$ nm.

The tuning to shorter wavelength, as expected from the calculation shown in Fig. 4, with reducing DBR voltage is also shown in Fig. 11(b), where examples of wavelength tuning for fixed phase bias are plotted. Note that, for this measurement, several mode jumps where observed across the tuning range and the point given are only the one with a good SMSR. As expected from the modeling, the amount of QCSE tuning does not evolve linearly with the applied voltage [Fig. 11(b)]. Again, it agrees well with Fig. 4, for the case that the DBR central wavelength is positioned at $\sim 40$ nm longer wavelength than the exciton peak ($\delta_{G0} = 40$ nm), which is the closest approximation to the final device. From Fig. 5, it was expected that the fine tuning induced by the phase section will result in shorter output wavelength when the voltage is reduced. However, from a given voltage, we observed the opposite effect [Fig. 11(b)], that the fine phase tuning was inducing a total shift toward longer wavelength. It was found that this is not due to leakage current. Alternatively, we believe that the main reason for this to occur is that reducing the phase voltage red shifts the absorption peak toward the wavelength of interest, resulting in an increase of absorption in the phase section. This, in turn, reduces the light input to the DBR, which causes a decrease of the photocurrent in the DBR section. Lower photocurrent corresponds to reduced absorption and refractive index changes in the DBR section. This trend competes with the increase in absorption in the DBR due to the decrease of the DBR voltage, resulting in coarse tuning toward shorter and fine tuning toward longer wavelength.

B. Dynamic Measurements

Dynamic characterization of the QCSE DBR laser was carried out using the configuration of Fig. 12. Two kinds of experiments were performed, the first using a step voltage pulse to measure the switching speed between two lasing wavelengths, while the second was a small signal sinusoidal frequency response measurement. During both experiments, the phase section was kept at fixed reverse bias to simplify the measurement, while the DBR section tuning voltage was applied through a coplanar probe with a 65 GHz bandwidth.

In the first experiment, the DBR section was driven using a step voltage pulse, between values of the reverse bias that corresponded to two different lasing wavelengths. Since the phase voltage was not varied simultaneously with the DBR reverse bias, only a limited range of switching wavelengths, having good SMSR, were measured. The resulting optical pulse output from the QCSE DBR laser passed through an optical filter of 0.5 nm bandwidth and the rise and fall times were measured on a sampling oscilloscope with a 60 GHz photodiode. As rise or fall time, we refer to the time required for transition between 10% and 90% power at the desired wavelength. Fig. 13 shows the waveforms observed for a switching pulse of 5 $\mu$s duration. For this measurement, the voltage on the phase section was kept at $\sim 0$ V, and the voltage on the DBR was varied between 0.5 and $-1.2$ V, resulting in wavelengths $\lambda_1 = 1561.2$ nm and $\lambda_2 = 1559.8$ nm, respectively. When the optical power at wavelength $\lambda_1$ was off, lasing at the second wavelength $\lambda_2$ was being switched on. The response is seen to be free of thermal overhang. Details of the leading and falling edges of the driving voltage pulse with corresponding optical power changes are shown in Fig. 14. Although the rise and fall times of the voltage pulse source were approximately 800 ps, there was an overshoot of $\sim 0.2$ V of the voltage pulse before it was stabilized at the new state within $\sim 3.5$ ns, as shown in Fig. 14(a). This overshoot
sections blue shifted relatively to the lasing wavelength. Post-
growth QWI based on shallow implantation was used to blue-
shift the absorption peak wavelength of the tuning sections and 
reduce the loss. In a nonoptimized device exhibiting coupled 
cavity effects, noncontinuous tuning across ~7 nm was demon-
strated when the DBR voltage was varied from 0 to ~2.5 V, with 
~20 dB SMSR and <6 dB variation of the output power. Switching 
times <3 ns were measured, limited by the switching pulse rise time, 
while FM frequency response measurements suggest that 
100 ps switching times would be possible with such a 
device.

Several improvements can be made to this device, including 
using implantation to isolate neighboring sections and suppress 
coupled cavity effects responsible for tuning discontinuities, 
improving the mirror design to increase SMSR, aligning the 
lasing wavelength range with the wavelength range of minimum 
absorption change in the passive sections to reduce power fluctua-
tions and varying separately the bandgap detuning of the passive 
sections to reduce tuning due to variations of the photocurrent in 
the phase section. Finally, considerable refractive index changes 
were measured across a ~30 nm spectral range with this device, 
suggesting that a design utilizing multiple tuning sections could 
be used to offer wide tuning range.
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